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OPERATORS WITH POWERS ESSENTIALLY SIMILAR
TO THOSE OF THEIR ADJOINTS

S.  M.  PATEL

Abstract. Let T be an operator on a Hubert space H. In the

present note the following result is obtained :

If T is an operator such that for some integers p, q, ST*" =

T'S+K, where 0 is not in the essential numerical range of S, and

K is compact, then for any complex number A in the essential spec-

trum of T, X*"=X".

Williams [10, Theorem 2] proved that if an operator T on a Hubert

space is such that T*=S~XTS and 0$c\(W(S)) then T is similar to a

selfadjoint operator. He further showed with different techniques that

under this hypothesis on T, the spectrum of Tlies on the real line. Taking

a clue from this theorem, U.N. Singh and Kanta Mangla [8] obtained

the following result: If Tis a nonsingular operator such that T*=S~1T~1S

and 0 §È cl(W(S)), then 7"is similar to a unitary operator. So in particular

o(T) lies on the unit circle. The author [7] has recently proved the following

result using the technique of Williams [10, Theorem 1] which includes

this particular case: If T is an operator such that for some integers p, q,

T*v=s-irs and 0 £ c\(fV(S)) then for X e o(T), A*"=A0. In the present

note our interest is to develop these ideas when the canonical image of

T*v in the Calkin algebra is similar to that of T" for some integers/», q.

We shall suppose all operators are defined on an infinite dimensional

separable Hubert space H. For an operator T, we write o(T) for the

spectrum, Bdry o(T) for the boundary of o(T), -n^T) for the isolated

points of a(T) that are eigenvalues of finite multiplicity and cl(W(T)) for

the closure of the numerical range. If t is the canonical image of T in the

Calkin algebra (the algebra of all operators modulo the ideal of compact

operators), then o(t) will be called the essential spectrum of T. By the

left essential spectrum of T, ox(T), we mean the collection of all /'s such

that f— XÎ fails to be left-regular. The numerical range We(f) of f is

called the essential numerical range of T. As shown in [9, Theorem 9],
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We(f)=f}K c\(W(T+ K)), where the intersection is taken over all com-

pact operators K.

Throughout the note, K and ^„'s will be compact operators and p, q

will denote some integers.

For the proof of our results we shall need the following lemmas.

Lemma 1 [4]. A complex number X e ox(f) if and only if there exists a

sequence {xn} of unit vectors in H such that xn—>0 weakly and \\(T— X)xn\\-+

0.

Lemma 2 [6, Theorem 1].   Bdry a(I)Ç a^î^Uir^T).

Our main result is the following

Theorem. If T is an operator such that ST*V=T"S+K and 0 £ We(S),

then for any X e o(t), X*'=X".

Proof. Since 0 $ We(S), there exists a compact operator K such that

0$cl(W(S+K)). Therefore we assume 0£ cl(W(S)) without any loss of

generality. Now a(f)=ox(f)\Jox(t*)*. Therefore by the reason of sym-

metry it suffices to show that if A 6 ox(f), then X*V=X". By Lemma 1, for

X e ox(t), there exists a sequence {xn} of unit vectors such that x„->Q

weakly and \\(T-X)xJ--0. Then

\(X*> - X'KS-^, xn)\

= \((X** - T*v + S^T'S + K - X^S^Xn, xn)\

= |<(A*» - T*>)S-ixn, xn) + (S-HT* - X")xn, xn) + (KS-ixn, xn)\

= \(S-lxn, (X- - T)xH) + (S-*(r - X")xn, xn) + (S-*xn, K*xn)\

^ US-MI {Il(T* - ¿p)xn\\ + 11(7* - X<)xn\\ + \\K*xJ}.

Since xn—-0 weakly, the compactness of A'* implies \\K*xn\\-*0. Also,

it is easy to verify that ||(F'-x,,).xB||-»0 and WCH-X^xJ-^. Thus

\ß*»-X>)(S-lxn,xn)\-*0. Since 0 ^ cl(W(S~1)), it follows that X*J>=X".

This finishes the proof of our theorem.

The following corollary is essentially the same due to V. Istratescu and

I. Istratescu [5, Theorem 2.1].

Corollary 1. If T is an operator for which ST* = TS+K and

0 £ We(§) then

1. J/7r00(T')= 0 , then o(T)^R, where R denotes the real line;

2. the set o(T) ni?', where R' is the complement ofR, is at most countable.

Proof. First we consider Case 1. Then by Lemma2 Bdry o(T)^ax(f).

If X e ax(t) then by the hypothesis X*=X. Thus Bdry o(T), and hence o(T),

is real.
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Next we prove Case 2. Since ox(T) is real and tt00(T) is at most countable

(because the set of isolated points of o(T) is at most countable), it follows

by Lemma 2 that Bdry o(T)nR', and hence o(T)r\R', is finite or countable.

Our next corollary is parallel to Corollary 1.

Corollary 2. If T is a nonsingular operator such that ST*P= T"S+K

andO $ We(S), where p^q, then

1. if ttw(T)= 0, then o(T)^T, where T denotes the unit circle;

2. the set o(T)r\V, where V is the complement ofY, is at most countable.

Proof. If X e ox(t), then X*P=X", and so |A|P=|A|". Since X^O as T

is nonsingular, &ndp?£q, we have |A| = 1. If 7roo(r)=0 , then by Lemma 2,

Bdry o(T)^ Y. Consequently, any X in o(T) with maximum or minimum

absolute value belongs to V. Hence o(T)^T. This proves Case 1. Next

again by Lemma 2, it is easy to see that Bdry o-(r)nr" and Bdry o-(7"-1)n

T' are at most countable. Consequently, Case 2 follows.

The above corollary can be established with an alternate approach in

case/?= — q. For the sake of convenience we assume p= 1. As we have seen

in the proof of our theorem, we assume 0 ^ cl( ¡V(S)). Then we can separate

0 from cl(W(S)) by a half plane, by replacing 5 by Se,e if necessary. Let

us choose 0 so that this half plane lies strictly to the right of the imaginary

axis. Let A = (S+S*)/2. Then A is a positive nonsingular operator. Let^1/2

be the square root of A which is also positive nonsingular. Now, by our

hypothesis, Sr*=7-1S-r-A'1 and S*T* = T-XS*+K2. Then AT*=T~1A +

K3. Substituting T^A-^TA1'2, we have r?«771+Ä4, or T?Tx=I+Ks.

Consequently, (T*T1)1,2=I+K6. Now 7\= UP where U is unitary andp=

(TÎTX)112. It follows in turn that TX=U+K7. This shows that 7*is similar

to the sum of a unitary and a compact operator. Now, one can easily verify

Case 1 and Case 2.

Corollary 3. If T is an operator such that ST*P=T"S+K and

0 $ We(S) where \p\î£\q\, then o(T) is at most countable.

Proof. Since X*P=X" for X e ox(f), it follows that |A| = 1 if X^O. As

\p\ j¿ \q\, we have Xp+Q= 1, which shows that ox(f) is finite. Again by Lemma

2, Bdry a(T) is at.most countable and hence so is o(T).

Next we wish to obtain some results using the previous ones. An

operator T is said to satisfy condition — (Gx) if (T—X)-1 is normaloid

for all X$o(T); if every direct summand of T satisfies the condition

— (Gj), then 7" is called reduction — (Gx).

Corollary 4. If T is a reduction —(Gx) operator for which ST* =

TPS+K and 0 £ W,(S), then T is normal.
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Proof. If |/»|?¿1, then o(T) is at most countable by Corollary 3.

Therefore in this case Theorem 1 of [1] is applicable. Fotp=l,o(T)C\R'

is at most countable by Corollary 1. Using Theorem 4.1 of [5], T turns out

to be normal. Lastly, let us assume />= —1.

Let M be the closed linear span of all reducing eigenspaces of T. Then

the restriction of T to M, denoted by 7\= T\M is normal. Let T2=T/M±,

where ML denotes the orthogonal complement of M. Then T=TX®T2.

We assert that T2 is unitary ; whence it will follow that T is normal.

First of all we claim 7r00(r2)= 0. If irm(T2)j¿ 0, then for X e ttoo(T2),

Ker(J2—X/)=Ker(r*—A*l) (see [3, Example 6]). But by construction,

Ker(T-X)^M±, Ker(r2-X/)=Ker(7'-X/) [2, Proposition 4.1] and

Ker(7t-X*/)çKer(r*-X*/). Therefore, Ker(r-X/)çKer(r*-A*/).

It follows from this relation that Ker(T—XI) reduces T and hence

Ker(J—A/)£A/, a contradiction. Therefore ttw(T2)—í2. Since /»= —1,

it follows by our main result that Bdry o(T2)^ox(f2)^ox(f)^Y. As

argued before we get o(T2)^Y. Since T2 is reduction — (Gx), T2 turns out

to be unitary. This completes the proof.

In [8], it is shown that if T is a nonsingular operator such that T* —

U*T~lU, where U is a cramped unitary operator, then Tis unitary. Here

we wish to obtain a parallel result.

Corollary 5. IfT is a nonsingular operator such that UT*=T~1U+K

where U is an operator such that Û is unitary and 0 e£ We(Û), then T is the

sum of a unitary and a compact operator.

Proof. Since Û is unitary, U*U—l and UU*—I are both compact.

Then, by our hypothesis \T* = U*T~lU+Kx and T=U*T*~1U+KX*,

leading to T*T=U*(T*T)~1U+K2. Applying our main result, we get

o(T*T) sT. Since T*T is a positive nonsingular operator, we have

o(T*T) ={1}. As argued in the alternate proof of Corollary 2, we arrive

at the required conclusion.

The author wishes to thank Dr. B. S. Yadav and also the referee for

their valuable suggestions to improve the original text of the paper.
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